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ABSTRACT
We investigate the early-time light-curves of a large sample of 223 type II supernovae
(SNe) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and the Supernova Legacy Survey. Having
a cadence of a few days and sufficient non-detections prior to explosion, we constrain
rise-times, i.e. the durations from estimated first to maximum light, as a function of ef-
fective wavelength. At restframe g′-band (λeff = 4722A˚), we find a distribution of fast
rise-times with median of (7.5± 0.3) days. Comparing these durations with analytical
shock models of Rabinak & Waxman (2013); Nakar & Sari (2010) and hydrodynami-
cal models of Tominaga et al. (2009), which are mostly sensitive to progenitor radius
at these epochs, we find a median characteristic radius of less than 400 solar radii. The
inferred radii are on average much smaller than the radii obtained for observed red
supergiants (RSG). Investigating the post-maximum slopes as a function of effective
wavelength in the light of theoretical models, we find that massive hydrogen envelopes
are still needed to explain the plateaus of SNe II. We therefore argue that the SN II
rise-times we observe are either a) the shock cooling resulting from the core collapse of
RSG with small and dense envelopes, or b) the delayed and prolonged shock breakout
of the collapse of a RSG with an extended atmosphere or embedded within pre-SN
circumstellar material.
Key words: supernovae – red supergiants.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the standard picture of single massive star evolution, red
supergiant stars (RSG) with zero-age main-sequence mass
between approximately 8 and 25M⊙ end their lives with the
⋆ E-mail: sgonzale@das.uchile.cl
collapse of their cores (CC) in luminous explosions known
as type II supernovae or SNe II (for a review see e.g. Smartt
2009). The progenitors retain part of their hydrogen layers
prior to explosion, so that their SNe display hydrogen-rich
spectra and varying light-curve shape: from linearly declin-
ing after maximum, commonly known as SNe IIL, to plateau
supernovae, SNe IIP, with characteristic post-maximum
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plateau (Barbon et al. 1979; Heger et al. 2003). The vari-
ation of plateau lengths is thought to be mainly produced
by the amount and density of hydrogen which produces the
recombination wave traveling inwards in mass coordinates
(e.g. Litvinova & Nadezhin 1985; Kasen & Woosley 2009;
Bersten et al. 2011). Recently, the study of large samples of
SNe IIP and SNe IIL have driven discussion as to whether
these two groups actually form a single continuous set (e. g.
Arcavi et al. 2012; Anderson et al. 2014; Gutie´rrez et al.
2014; Sanders et al. 2014; Faran et al. 2014b,a). In addi-
tion, two other hydrogen-rich SNe are identified: SNe IIn
and SNe IIb. SNe IIn are supernovae whose ejecta inter-
act with dense circumstellar material producing distinctive
narrow hydrogen emission lines in their spectra and pow-
ering the light-curve (e.g. Schlegel 1990; Taddia et al. 2013;
Moriya et al. 2011). SNe IIb belong to the class of stripped-
envelope explosions. They first show hydrogen-rich spectra
similar to SNe IIP but then evolve to hydrogen-deficient
SNe Ib at later times (Filippenko et al. 1993; Nomoto et al.
1993; Bufano et al. 2014). In this paper we focus on SNe IIP
and SNe IIL, calling them together “SNe II”.
The best evidence for SNe II originating from RSG
stems from their direct identification in pre-explosion images
(e.g. Smartt et al. 2009; Fraser et al. 2012; Maund et al.
2013), although this was predicted by early theoretical works
(Grassberg et al. 1971; Chevalier 1976; Falk & Arnett 1977;
Arnett 1980). These studies possibly indicate a mass range
for SN II explosions of 8-18M⊙, which may suggest that
more massive (observed) RSGs do not explode as lumi-
nous events. This has been referred to as the “red super-
giant problem” (Smartt et al. 2009). Low upper limits on
the initial mass have been inferred from nucleosynthetic
yields from nebular spectra analysis (Jerkstrand et al. 2014;
Dessart et al. 2010), however hydrodynamical models yield
larger masses (Utrobin & Chugai 2008, 2009; Bersten et al.
2011). On the other hand, the family of type II SN 1987A-
like SNe (e.g. Taddia et al. 2012; Pastorello et al. 2012) are
well explained with blue supergiants (BSG) progenitors
(Shigeyama et al. 1988; Woosley et al. 1988; Arnett et al.
1989). Compared with radii of RSG (200 . R/R⊙ . 1500,
Levesque et al. 2005), BSG are much smaller (R/R⊙ . 200,
Kudritzki et al. 2008) and are in principle not expected to be
end points of single stellar evolution. However the specifics
of e.g. convection, mixing, magnetism and binary interaction
can allow for such explosions (see Langer 2012).
A key ingredient to study the properties of the super-
giants that result in SN II explosions is the early light-curve
prior to the characteristic plateau where hydrogen recom-
bination dominates the SN display. The first electromag-
netic radiation emitted by a SN occurs when the shock
wave created from CC emerges from the stellar surface (e. g.
Colgate 1974; Falk & Arnett 1977; Klein & Chevalier 1978;
Ensman & Burrows 1992). This shock breakout emission
is expected to be of short duration (few hours for typical
SNe IIP) and has been the subject of recent studies as new
observing capabilities offer the possibility to detect it. It is
brightest in high frequencies, X-ray and ultraviolet (UV),
and a few claims of detections exist for some hydrogen-
free CC SNe (SN 2006aj, Campana et al. 2006; SN 2008D
Soderberg et al. 2008), and for two SNe IIP with optical
data from the Supernova Legacy Survey and near-UV from
the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (SNLS-04D2dc, Gezari et al.
2008; Schawinski et al. 2008; SNLS-06D1jd Gezari et al.
2008). The detection of this flash can give tight constraints
on progenitor characteristics (e. g. Tominaga et al. 2009;
Nakar & Sari 2010). The posterior rise is powered by the
shock cooling as the heated expanding stellar envelope dif-
fuses out (e. g. Grassberg et al. 1971; Chevalier 1976). The
study of the early rise of the main light-curve can also give
revealing constraints on the progenitor (Gezari et al. 2010).
Despite the growing number of nearby SNe II discov-
ered with high quality data, the early parts of the light-
curves are still quite unexplored, yet fundamental to con-
strain progenitor characteristics. Some constraints on in-
dividual well observed nearby SNe II exist and show that
they rise faster than 10 days in B-band and more slowly
at longer wavelengths (Leonard et al. 2002a,b; Sahu et al.
2006; Tomasella et al. 2013). Recently, Gall et al. (2015) an-
alyze the rise-times of 19 low-z SNe II confirming short rise-
times and finding some evidence for a relation between the
rise-time and the peak brightness.
In this work we study the early light-curves of a large
sample of SNe II (SNe IIP and SNe IIL) from two rolling
searches with good cadence and sufficient data prior to ex-
plosion: the Sloan Digital Sky Survey-II Supernova Sur-
vey (hereafter SDSS-SN, Sako et al. 2014) and the Super-
nova Legacy Survey (hereafter SNLS, Astier et al. 2006;
Guy et al. 2010). By comparing the data with analytical
shock models and hydrodynamical shock models, we are able
to constrain specific progenitor properties. A plan of the pa-
per follows: in section 2 we shortly review the theoretical
models used in the analysis, in section 3 we present the light-
curve data, in section 4 the tools we use in the analysis, in 5
we show our main results and summarize them in 6.
2 SHOCK MODELS
2.1 Analytical shock models
Analytical models for the shock breakout and immediate
evolution of an exploding supergiant star offer the advan-
tage of being more practical than more complicated nu-
merical models for fitting light-curves with varying pro-
genitor parameters in an unexpensive way. However their
treatment is simplistic and need to be tested with more so-
phisticated calculations (see section 2.2). We use the ana-
lytical models of Nakar & Sari (2010, hereafter NS10) and
Rabinak & Waxman (2011, hereafter RW11). These models
provide analytic expressions relating the emission and the
model parameters such as progenitor mass, radius, and ex-
plosion energy. Both models assume pre-explosion density
profiles of ρ(r) ∝ (R∗ − r)
n, where R∗ is the progenitor ra-
dius and the power-law is n = 3 for radiative and n = 3/2
for convective envelopes, typical of BSG and RSG stars re-
spectively. The assumed density profiles are only valid for
the outermost part of the progenitor structure. The models
start post explosion, with that of NS10 including the actual
shock breakout, and follow the spherical expansion phase of
the stellar envelope until the onset of recombination and/or
radioactive decay. They can thus be used in principle, de-
pending on the model parameters, for the first hours up to
several days for red supergiants (see eq. 16 in RW11). After
this, when recombination sets in, the assumption of con-
stant opacity starts to break down. RW11 include a model
c© RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Figure 1. Left : Early photospheric temperature and bolometric luminosity evolution for models of NS10 and RW11 of a red supergiant
progenitor with 500R⊙, 15M⊙ and 1 foe (1051erg). The epoch is with respect to explosion. Right : Fluxes in filters NUVGALEX and
Sloan griz for the same models. Stars show three characteristics times (see text).
extension for varying opacities but we do not use it in this
analysis.
The analytical models of RW11 and NS10 can be seen
in Figure 1 for a standard scenario with R = 500R⊙,
M = 15M⊙ and E = 10
51erg (1 foe). The bolometric lumi-
nosity and photospheric temperature evolution of the first 10
days are shown, as well as the corresponding prediction for
NUV and optical bands. The NS10 models show in all bands
a radiation precursor or shock breakout, i.e. an initial peak
and decrease at very early phases, followed by the usual rise
to maximum light. This behaviour originates from the evo-
lution of the spectral energy distribution as the bolometric
luminosity drops together with the temperature as well, so
that the tail of the radiation at longer wavelengths is higher
at later times due to lower temperatures (see Figure 2). The
duration and shape of the precursor as well as the rise of
the light-curve depend on model parameters, particularly
the radius, as will be shown later. RW11 do not model the
very early phases of shock breakout.
2.2 Hydrodynamical models
Numerical calculations to provide models for the early evo-
lution of the emission of a SN have been developed by sev-
eral authors (Falk & Arnett 1977; Ensman & Burrows 1992;
Blinnikov et al. 2000; Utrobin 2007; Gezari et al. 2008;
Tominaga et al. 2009; Bersten et al. 2011). They have the
advantage with respect to analytical models of treating the
pre-SN stellar structure and the physics in a more realistic
manner. We focus here on the models by Tominaga et al.
(2009, 2011, herefater T09). The various progenitor models
with varying mass, radii and explosion energy are summa-
rized in Table 1, and come from stellar evolutionary mod-
els by Umeda & Nomoto (2005). The first set of models are
RSG with R/R⊙ = 500−1400 but we also add a second and
a third set of models (not present originally in T09) with a
modification of the H/He envelope structure. The models
in the second set have smaller radii of R/R⊙ = 80 − 400,
and the models in the third set have dense envelopes with
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Figure 2. Spectral energy distributions at three characteristic
times for a standard NS10 model of a red supergiant progenitor
with 500R⊙, 15M⊙ and 1 foe. The mean wavelengths of filters
NUVGALEX and Sloan griz are shown.
intermediate radii of R/R⊙ = 300 − 600 (see Figure 3). All
models assume a metallicity of Z = 0.02. Higher metallicity
leads to more extended pre-SN structures, so its effect on
the shock and rise of the light-curve is similar to progeni-
tor radius. Explosive nucleosynthesis follows the method of
Tominaga et al. (2007) and radiation hydrodynamics is per-
formed with the code STELLA (Blinnikov et al. 1998, 2000,
2006). This model was successfully used in T09 for SNLS-
04D2dc and its GALEX counterpart.
3 DATA
The data used in this analysis comes from two rolling
searches designed primarily to discover type Ia supernovae
at intermediate redshifts: the SDSS-SN with SN Ia redshifts
of 0.1 < z < 0.4 and the SNLS with SN Ia redshifts of
c© RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Table 1. Progenitor Models from T09: main sequence mass,
pre-explosion radius and explosion energy. A fixed metallicty of
Z=0.02 is assumed.
M/M⊙ R/R⊙ E/(1051erg)
15 500 1
20 800 1
25 1200 1
25 1200 9
25 1200 19
30 1400 1
13 80 0.9
13 80 9.9
13 200 0.9
13 200 9.9
13 400 0.9
13 400 9.9
13 316 1
13 398 1
13 564 1
108 1010 1012 1014
Radius (cm)
10−10
10−5
100
105
D
en
si
ty
 (g
/cm
3 )
13M,398R,1E
13M,564R,1E
13M,316R,1E
13M,80R,E9.9
13M,400R,0.9E
13M,200R,0.9E
30M,1400R,1E
25M,1200R,1E
20M,800R,1E
15M,500R,1E
Figure 3. Density profiles of standard hydrodynamical models
by T09 (pink), models with small radii (green) and dense models
(black).
0.1 < z . 1.1. These non-targeted searches have the ad-
vantage of simultaneously discovering many SNe of differ-
ent types and sampling light-curves at all epochs, including
non-detections prior to explosion and the scarcely covered
rise-times of SNe II. The non-Ia SNe represent an exquisite
dataset which to-date has not been fully explored (with a
small number of exceptions Taddia et al. 2014; Taylor et al.
2014; D’Andrea et al. 2010; Bazin et al. 2009; Nugent et al.
2006).
1. SDSS-SN
The SDSS-SNwas one component of the SDSS-II projects
using the 2.5m telescope at Apache Point Observatory
(Gunn et al. 2006; York et al. 2000). It repeatedly im-
aged 300 deg2 every 3-4 days in rest-frame in ugriz filters
(Fukugita et al. 1996) with a spectroscopic followup pro-
gram (Sako et al. 2008). In D’Andrea et al. (2010), the
light-curves of 34 spectroscopically confirmed SNe IIP in
the redshift range 0.027 < z < 0.144 were published;
and more recently, Sako et al. (2014) presented the full
dataset of more than 10000 transients discovered during
the fall 2005-2007 campaigns. This full dataset comprises
62 spectroscopically confirmed SNe II (including those
from D’Andrea et al. 2010) but it also has many more
photometric SN II candidates with host galaxy spectro-
scopic (Sako et al. 2014; Olmstead et al. 2014) or photo-
metric (DR8, Aihara et al. 2011) redshifts.
2. SNLS
The SNLS (Perrett et al. 2010) used the deep component
of the 3.6m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)
Legacy survey to image four 1 deg2 fields repeatedly every
2-3 days in rest-frame in filters gMrM iMzM , similar to the
SDSS passbands (Regnault et al. 2009), and with a spec-
troscopic followup component at various large telescopes
(Howell et al. 2005; Ellis et al. 2008; Bronder et al. 2008;
Balland et al. 2009; Walker et al. 2011). A small frac-
tion of the SNe IIP were used in Nugent et al. (2006)
for distance estimation analyses. The full dataset of pho-
tometric transients consists of more than 6000 objects,
for which a fraction also have spectroscopic (Davis et al.
2003; Le Fe`vre et al. 2005; Lilly et al. 2007) or photomet-
ric (Ilbert et al. 2006; Freeman et al. 2009) redshifts from
their host galaxies.
We search for SN II candidates within the full pho-
tometric sample of both surveys. For this, we use a sim-
ple identification tool based on the shallowness of post-
maximum slopes in different bands (see Gonzalez method
in Kessler et al. 2010) and a posterior visual inspection to
eliminate false candidates. With this method we recover
most spectroscopically classified SNe II. However, given that
the general spectroscopic classification of the SDSS-SN and
SNLS may include other core-collapse SNe such as interact-
ing SNe IIn and SNe IIb, we revise all spectroscopic classi-
fications using SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007) and find that
a 20-30% fraction of them (9 for the SDSS-SN and 3 for the
SNLS) are not SNe IIP/L and were not classified so photo-
metrically either. Nonetheless, we caution that there are a
small number of events which are photometrically classified
as SNe II, but spectroscopically are consistent with other
SN types. This is a source of contamination and is further
investigated in section 5.
Our final SN II candidates are divided into a “golden
sample” which need to fulfill following requirements: a) a
spectroscopic redshift from the SN or the host, b) a spec-
troscopic classification or a good photometric classification
as a SN II and c) at least one data point between the last
non-detection and the date of maximum in a given band.
Such cuts result in 48 SNe for the SDSS-SN and 38 for the
SNLS. A less restrictive “silver sample”, which includes the
golden sample, requires a) a spectroscopic or photometric
redshift, b) a spectroscopic classification or a photometric
classification and c) at least one non-detection and an esti-
mate of the date of maximum for a given band. As opposed
to the golden sample, the silver sample allows photometric
redshifts and does not necessarily require data within the
rise. The silver sample contains 131 objects for the SDSS-
SN in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 0.6 and 92 for the SNLS
in the redshift range 0.1 < z < 0.8. A summary of these
samples is presented in Table 2. The redshift distributions
are shown in Figure 4. We also show a comparison of SN II
candidates that have both, spectroscopic and photometric,
redshifts.
c© RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Figure 4. Left: Redshift (spectroscopic and host photometric) distribution of silver samples for SDSS-SN (solid orange) and SNLS
(diagonal blue) SNe II. Golden samples are shown in dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Right: Comparison of photometric redshifts
from the host with spectroscopic redshifts from the SN or the host for SDSS-SN (orange circles) and SNLS (blue squares) SN II candidates
with spectroscopic information. Smaller open symbols are other transients from each survey. The solid line is a 1:1 relation and dotted
lines represent 10% redshift error.
Table 2. Number of SNe in the SDSS-SN and SNLS silver and
golden samples. Spectroscopically confirmed SNe II in parenthe-
sis.
SDSS-SN SNLS
silver golden silver golden
131(24) 48(24) 92(14) 38(14)
4 ANALYSIS TOOLS
In this section, we present the different tools we use to
analyze our photometric data. Instead of performing K-
corrections (Kim et al. 1996) to correct light-curve data to
the rest-frame, a process which has not been investigated
enough for SNe II, we work directly in the observer-frame
taking into account the effective wavelength. This is similar
to the approach of Taddia et al. (2014) for stripped-envelope
SNe.
We work in flux (f) space and investigate each filter
individually. Some example light-curves are shown in Fig-
ure 5. For each SN and filter, we measure: a) the effective
wavelength, b) the rise-time in each filter, and c) the linear
slope (in magnitude space) after maximum.
4.1 Effective wavelengths
We measure effective wavelengths, λeff , of each filter for
each SN since the objects are found at varying redshift.
We use the spectral energy distribution (SED) template at
maximum given by Nugent et al. (2002)1 redshifted to the
observer-frame and warped to match the observed colors at
maximum (see Hsiao et al. 2007). If we use observed spec-
tra at early times instead (e.g. SN2007od 6 days aftex ex-
plosion, Gutierrez et al. 2015), we obtain consistent effec-
tive wavelengths to within 50A˚. Uncertainties in photomet-
ric redshifts for some SNe in the silver sample result in errors
1 https://c3.lbl.gov/nugent/nugent_templates.html
in λeff of the order of hundreds of A˚. Errors coming from the
uncertainties on the observed colors are quite small, on the
order of a few A˚. All these errors are added in quadrature
and included in the analysis.
4.2 Rise-times
To measure rise-times, we need to estimate a starting date
and an end date of the rise for each band. For the starting
date we identify two methods. The first consists of calculat-
ing the mid-point between the epoch of last non-detection
and the epoch of first detection. Although straightforward,
this estimate can lead to systematic effects when obtaining
non-detections with different limiting magnitudes. The sec-
ond method improves the estimate on the explosion date
by performing a simple power law fit to the data prior to
maximum and including non-detections:
f(t) =
{
a(t− tpowexp )
n if t > tpowexp
0 if t < tpowexp
(1)
with the error obtained directly from the fit. The explosion
date obtained in this way, tpowexp , does not change significantly
with the range of epochs used in the fit. The power index
n, on the other hand, is affected by this limit and a lower
upper range is preferred to properly estimate the early shape
of the light-curve. To estimate the power-law, we therefore
use data up to half of the flux at maximum.
For the end date of the rise, we can use the date of
maximum light in each band. Instead of directly taking the
observed maximum which depends strongly on the cadence
of the observed SN and generally leads to over-estimations
in the case of short rise-times, we do a light-curve fit to
the phenomenological function introduced by Bazin et al.
(2009):
f(t) = A
e−(t−t0)/τfall
1 + e(t−t0)/τrise
+B, (2)
c© RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Figure 5. Observer-frame light-curve examples of SDSS-SN SN2005kb (left) and SNLS-06D3fr (right). Fluxes normalized to maximum
of each filter are shown in different colors. Solid lines are fits to eq. 2 (Bazin et al. 2009) and dotted lines are fits of pre-maximum data
to a power law. The small vertical ticks represent the fitted explosion dates, tpowexp (lower ticks) and the end dates, t
Baz
end (upper ticks) for
each filter (some have been shifted by half a day for clarity). The arrows indicate the fitted maximum dates. The upper x-axis shows the
restframe epochs with respect to the maxinmum in the bluest filter (u and g respectively). As an example, we quote the different rise-time
measurements in g-band (corresponding to λeff = 4511, 3882A˚) for both SNe, SN 2005kb and SNLS-06D3fr: t
end
rise= 4.4±0.4, 4.4±1.2 and
tmaxrise =4.7±0.4,4.5±1.2 days; and in i-band (corresponding to λeff= 7373, 6029A˚): t
end
rise=10.1±1.7, 6.9±1.2 and t
max
rise =41.4±1.3,7.9±1.2.
where A, B, t0, τfall and τrise are free parameters. We can
get a date of maximum, tBazmax, from the derivative of this
function:
tBazmax = t0 + τrise log
(
−τrise
τrise + τfall
)
, (3)
and an error propagated from the 1σ uncertainties on the
parameters from the fit.
In some cases, the date of maximum flux in the red-
der bands can occur during the plateau, much later than
the end of the rise and much later than the maximum in
bluer bands (see Figure 5). Although the time between ex-
plosion and maximum light is easily estimated, and has been
used in the past to measure rise-times of nearby SNe II, it
can be strongly affected by other physical processes like hy-
drogen recombination at longer wavelengths. To avoid over-
estimating rise-times, we use the derivative of the same phe-
nomenological function and find the epoch at which it be-
comes lower than 0.01mag/day, tBazend , in a similar fashion to
Gall et al. (2015). This end date is similar to the date of
maximum at shorter wavelengths but avoids possible rising
plateaus in redder bands. The error is calculated by prop-
agating the errors on the fit parameters. Some examples of
these estimates and fits are shown in Figure 5. We thus
present rise-time measurements based on the fitted explo-
sion date, tpowexp , and the end date from the Bazin function,
tBazend :
tendrise = t
Baz
end − t
pow
exp . (4)
For comparison with previous works, we also show the
rise-times based on the maximum date:
tmaxrise = t
Baz
max − t
pow
exp . (5)
As will be shown, our main conclusions are not affected
by the use of different measurements of the starting date
end dates for the rise-time calculation.
4.3 Post-maximum slopes
We measure a post-maximum slope in each filter by doing
a linear fit in magnitudes to the data after maximum up to
80 days past maximum. We require at least three epochs to
ensure a proper fit. This gives a general quantitative idea of
the shape of the light-curve after maximum. It is reminiscent
of the “s2” plateau slope of Anderson et al. (2014) except we
do not fit a primary “s1” decline.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Rise-times versus effective wavelength
We present the rise-times as a function of effective wave-
length for the SDSS-SN and SNLS, and compare them to
analytical and hydrodynamical models. For consistency, we
calculate the rise-times for data and models in the same
manner. Figures 6 and 7 show the rise-times calculated with
tBazend and t
Baz
max, respectively, as a function of effective wave-
length. We show in colors the observer-frame filters from
which we measured each rise-time, so that typically a SN
with good coverage has 4 (SNLS) or 5 (SDSS-SN) values in
these plots, each at different wavelength. The observed color
of the SN influences the effective wavelength but it is mostly
the redshift that gives rise to the diversity for a given photo-
metric band. Since the SNLS spans a larger redshift range,
the dispersion on λeff for a given filter is larger and one can
see overlap between two filters for the same wavelength. A
summary of the rise-times is presented in Table 3.
The bulk of the rise-times, tendrise, lies below 10 days
for wavelengths less than 4000A˚ and increases to about
12-15 days beyond 7000A˚. If one uses the maximum rise-
times, tmaxrise , they are of the order of 15-20 days be-
yond 7000A˚. The population of SNe II clearly has steep
rise-times, which are significantly faster than those es-
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Figure 6. Calculated rise-times, tendrise , for the SDSS-SN (left) and SNLS (right) samples as a function of effective wavelength. Each point
is the rise-time of a SN at a given band. All SNe from the silver sample are shown and the SNe from the golden sample have black
contours. Different colors indicate the observed filter and larger symbols denote the median values for characteristic wavelengths. Some
representative hydrodynamical models by T09 are shown: standard models of large radii in pink, models of small radii in green and dense
models in black.
Table 3. Median and deviation on the median for two rise-times measurements, tendrise and t
max
rise , for the SDSS-SN and SNLS silver and
golden samples at different effective wavelengths.
Effective wavelength SDSS-SN SNLS
(A˚) silver golden silver golden
tendrise(d) t
max
rise (d) t
end
rise(d) t
max
rise (d) t
end
rise(d) t
max
rise (d) t
end
rise(d) t
max
rise (d)
3300 7.3+4.3
−2.5 7.7
+5.0
−2.8 5.8
+2.8
−2.1 5.9
+3.0
−2.1 – – – –
3800 – – – – 10.7+2.8
−4.7 11.4
+2.7
−5.1 12.2
+1.3
−6.1 13.0
+0.9
−6.7
4200 7.3+4.0
−2.5 8.2
+7.0
−3.1 6.1
+2.5
−2.3 6.9
+2.8
−2.9 – – – –
4700 – – – – 11.5+4.8
−4.0 12.3
+4.4
−4.4 12.0
+1.6
−5.8 13.0
+2.5
−6.5
5600 8.3+4.0
−2.8 11.5
+7.0
−4.9 7.9
+3.6
−2.9 10.6
+7.9
−4.2 12.3
+6.8
−3.5 14.0
+9.8
−4.2 12.6
+4.1
−4.1 14.0
+8.1
−4.2
6700 9.7+4.0
−3.3 13.6
+9.2
−5.9 8.1
+3.4
−1.6 12.0
+11.2
−4.0 14.7
+9.0
−5.6 18.5
+16.7
−8.2 14.6
+8.9
−5.5 19.2
+15.9
−8.9
8200 11.0+5.8
−3.5 19.3
+13.5
−8.3 10.1
+3.6
−2.3 20.9
+13.3
−9.9 – – – –
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Figure 7. Calculated maximum rise-times, tmaxrise , for the samples of SDSS-SN (left) and SNLS (right) as a function of effective wavelength.
Each point is the rise-time of a SN at a given photometric band. Black contours indicate SNe from the golden samples, the rest are from
the silver samples. Different colors indicate the observed filter and larger symbols denote the median values for characteristic wavelengths.
Some representative analytical models by NS10 are shown for comparison: a RSG progenitor with 15M⊙, 500R⊙ and 1foe explosion
energy (solid black line), varying the mass to 10 or 25M⊙ (dashed and dot-dashed maroon), or varying the radius to 50 or 2500R⊙
(dashed and dot-dashed blue), or varying the energy to 0.1 or 10 foe (dashed and dot-dashed green).
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timated for stripped-envelope SNe (12-23 days in r/R
Taddia et al. 2014) or standard thermonuclear SNe Ia (16-
25 days in B, Firth et al. 2014; Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. 2012;
Hayden et al. 2010). This is a possible indication of pure
shock cooling of an extended progenitor star powering the
early light-curve of SNe II, as opposed to compact stripped-
envelope SNe or SNe Ia which are generally caught when
the light-curve is already powered by radioactivity, e.g. the
shock cooling for Wolf-Rayet stars is around 100 seconds
(Kistler et al. 2013) as opposed to the characteristic de-
cay time of 8.8 days for 56Ni. Previous works of nearby
SNe have already shown that individual SNe II have sharp
rises to maximum: SN 1999em rises in 6, 8 and 10 days in
UBV (Leonard et al. 2002b), SN 1999gi rises in 8 and 12
days in BV (Leonard et al. 2002a), SN 2004et rises in 9, 10,
16, 21 and 25 days in UBV RI (Sahu et al. 2006), SN 2012aw
rises in less than 3 days in UV and in 8, 11, 15, 22 and 24
days in UBV RI and SN2012A rises in 10, 12, 17 and 24
days in BV RI (Tomasella et al. 2013). All these values are
consistent with our measurements.
In the figures we also show several analytical models
from NS10 and hydrodynamical models from T09. We see
that for both, SDSS-SN and SNLS, the standard models of
T09 from RSG progenitors with radii 500-1400R⊙ predict
long rise-times and therefore lie consistently above the mea-
sured rise-times (pink lines in Figure 6). In the case of a
second set of new hydrodynamical models with small radii,
80-400 R⊙ (green lines), we see that the predicted rise-times
are in better agreement with the observed rise-times. This
is clear evidence for smaller radii than typical assumed RSG
radii.
With the analytical models, we see a similar prediction:
the rise-times of a 500 R⊙ progenitor are roughly consistent
with the SDSS-SN and SNLS maximum rise-times for NS10
(see Figure 7). Furthermore, we show other models vary-
ing the mass, radius and explosion energy and find that the
largest variation in rise-time duration can only be accounted
for by radius. As a matter of fact, the luminosity and tem-
perature in their model equations scale more strongly with
radius than with other parameters.
5.2 Distribution of rise-times
We find that there is a distribution of rise-times for a given
wavelength that is larger than the measured rise-time uncer-
tainties. At λeff<4000A˚, the deviation on the median (MAD)
is about 4 days. This indicates that besides their brightness
and post-maximum decline (Anderson et al. 2014), SNe II
constitute a heterogeneous sample during the rising part of
their light-curve as well. To further study this, we interpo-
late the rise-times (tendrise) of each SN to the common effective
wavelength of the SDSS g-band at rest-frame, i.e. 4722A˚,
and plot the distribution in Figure 8. One can see that the
majority of SNe II have rise-times below 10 days at this
wavelength although a population of objects with long rise-
times exists and is investigated in next section. To test how
our large uncertainties in the rise-times affect this distribu-
tion, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis of 100 realizations
in which each rise-time is randomly shifted according to its
one σ uncertainty. We then calculate the mean of all simula-
tions to obtain a characteristic rise-time of 7.5±0.4 (6.0±0.3)
and 10.3± 0.4 (10.7± 0.7) days for the silver (golden) sam-
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
trise
end  (g,z=0)
0
5
10
15
20
NN
SNLS
SDSS−SN
Figure 8. Histogram of tendrise rise-times at rest-frame g-band
(λeff=4722A˚) for the silver samples of the SDSS-SN (solid or-
ange) and SNLS (diagonal blue). The golden samples are shown in
dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Median MC values are indi-
cated with ticks at the top: 7.5+7.1
−3.6 and 6.0
+3.8
−2.8 days for the silver
and golden samples of the SDSS, and 10.3+7.8
−4.4 and 10.8
+5.8
−5.1 days
for the silver and golden samples of the SNLS, where the quoted
uncertainties contain 84% of the distribution. The vertical dotted
line indicates the limit of long rise-time SNe (see section 5.3). The
horizontal error bar represent the typical median error on the rise
of 2.5 (SNLS) and 1.6 (SDSS-SN) days.
ples of the SDSS-SN and SNLS, respectively. If we take both
surveys together we obtain 8.9 ± 0.2 and 7.5 ± 0.3 days for
silver and golden samples. We also calculate for each simu-
lation the lower and upper rise-times for which 84% of the
population is contained and obtain a final mean range of 4.5-
16.6 days. As mentioned in the previous section, all nearby
SNe have rise-times of 8-11 days in B-band (λeff= 4391A˚),
in good agreement with this distribution.
The large discrepancy between both surveys is found in-
dependently of the way we calculate the rise-time. It is due
to the difference in cadence for both surveys. In figure 9 we
show the measured cadence during the rise for each SN light-
curve in our samples. The cadence is the mean rest-frame
duration between data points calculated during the rise for
a given SN light-curve. We obtain very different average ca-
dences of 4.1 and 8.2 days for the SDSS-SN and SNLS. The
mean cadence of the SNLS is of the order of the rise-time
measure itself. Since we require at least one point during
the rise to calculate the time of explosion in the power-law
eq. 1, there will be a lack of objects with short rise-times, as
is clearly seen in Figure 8. If we use the midpoint between
last non-detection and the first detection to estimate the ex-
plosion date instead, we are able to use more SNe, but the
rise-times for the SNLS are still consistenly larger due to
the long time range without any detection (see simulation
in appendix B). Thus, we believe that the rise-time distri-
bution of the SDSS-SN is more complete and we stress the
possibility that there might be even shorter rise-times that
are not probed with the cadence of the SDSS-SN. The main
conclusions of possible small radiie are not affected by this
systematic; in fact they are strengthened.
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Figure 9. Cadence as a function of effective wavelength for the SDSS-SN (left) and SNLS (right). Each point is the rise cadence a SN
at a given filter. SNe from the golden sample have black contours. Different colors indicate the observed filter and larger symbols denote
the median values for characteristic wavelengths.
5.3 Long rise-time SNe
Despite the fast rise-times found for most of our SNe, we find
a fraction of SNe that have much longer rise-times, i.e. larger
than 15 days (see Figure 10). Such different rise durations
could indicate that these SNe are not really normal SNe II
but are powered by different energy sources like radioactiv-
ity for peculiar SNe II such as SN 1987A (Utrobin & Chugai
2011; Pastorello et al. 2012) or interaction for SNe IIn, or
even more exotic events such as the super-luminous SNLS-
07D2bv (Howell et al. 2013). Some of these different types
may have shallow slopes like normal SNe II and could be se-
lected with our classification technique that is based only on
post-maximum photometry. To investigate this further, we
take a closer look at the SNe originally classified as SNe II
based on post-maximum slopes that have g-band rest-frame
rise-times at least one sigma above 20 days. We indeed find
that one of these was rejected based on its spectrum being
consistent with SN IIn showing narrow absorption Hα lines
(SN2006ix). Even though it was classified as SN II photo-
metrically, its long rise-time actually reveals that it is not
a standard SN II. Of all spectroscopically confirmed long
rise-time SNe, the only one that is clearly a SN II is SNLS-
07D2an, but the spectrum, particularly the Hα P-Cygni pro-
file, is much more consistent with that of peculiar SN II
SN 1987A. We note that this SN has much shallower post-
maximum slopes, characteristic of SNe IIP, as opposed to
other SN 1987A-like which decay faster.
This provides strong evidence that normal SNe II are
constrained to short rise-times and other possible hydrogen-
rich SNe have longer rise-times. These SNe were identified
based on their exceptionally long rise-times besides their
spectra, demonstrating the power of photometric classifica-
tion from just the early part of the light-curve. If we se-
lect out all photometrically identified SNe II that have long
rise-times of a sigma more than 15 days, we find that a
7-10% (7% for SDSS-SN and 10% for SNLS) has a longer
pre-maximum behaviour from normal SNe II. We argue that
most of these SNe are actually of a different origin but we
keep them in the analysis since we do not have a spectro-
scopic confirmation. If we were to take them out when calcu-
lating the median values shown in the figures and in Table 3,
we would obtain median Monte Carlo rise-times shorter by
∼1 day.
5.4 Rise-time differences versus effective
wavelength
One can see in Figures 6 and 7 that the rise-times are shorter
at bluer wavelengths, i.e. bluer bands peak before redder
bands, which is expected from cooling of the photospheric
temperature shifting the peak of the emission towards longer
wavelengths as time evolves. The relation can be further seen
in the rise-time differences of each SN respect to an interpo-
lated rise-time at rest-frame g-band (Figure 11). This trend
is similar to the behaviour observed in other SNe such as
stripped-envelope SNe (Taddia et al. 2014). We fit a sec-
ond order polynomial aλ2 + bλ + c to these differences and
find that they represent the data better than a linear trend
according to an F-test. Comparing these fits with stripped-
envelope SNe, we do not find a statistically significant differ-
ence although the physical processes driving the rise are of
a different nature: for stripped-envelope SNe the rise-times
are powered by radioactive nickel heating whereas SNe II
mostly follow the shock-heated cooling at these epochs.
Although the models also show an increase in rise-time
at longer wavelength, the relation is generally steeper for
the analytical models than for the observations, except for
very small radii (∼ 50 R⊙), typical of BSG progenitors, that
are inconsistent with the bulk of the absolute measured rise-
times. The set of hydrodynamical models of progenitors with
small radii (∼ 200R⊙), on the other hand, are more con-
sistent with the differences between rise-times at different
wavelengths. Regardless, both analytical and hydrodynam-
ical models favor again small radii based on the rise-time
differences at varying wavelengths. We have compared the
photospheric temperature evolution of models with differ-
ent radii and find that larger pre-SN radii lead to a slower
temperature evolution. The slower temperature evolution re-
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Figure 10. Observer-frame light-curve examples of two long rise-time SNe: SDSS-SN SN2006ix, possibly a SN IIn (left), and SNLS
07D2an, a SN 1987A-like SN II (right). Fluxes normalized to maximum of each filter are shown in different colors. Solid lines are fits
to equation 1 of Bazin et al. (2009). The upper x-axis shows rest-frame epochs with respect to maximum in the bluest band (u and g
respectively).
Table 4. Median and deviation on the median for the difference between the rise-times, tendrise, at different wavelengths respect to the
effective wavelength at rest-frame g-band (4722A˚) for the SDSS-SN and SNLS silver and golden samples.
Effective wavelength SDSS-SN SNLS
(A˚) silver golden silver golden
3300 −0.8+1.1
−0.9 −0.7
+0.8
−1.0 – –
3800 – – −1.0+2.0
−2.5 −0.7
+2.8
−2.0
4200 −0.2+0.7
−0.9 −0.2
+0.3
−0.6 – –
4700 – – 0.0+1.0
−1.1 0.1
+1.2
−0.9
5600 0.6+1.5
−0.6 0.6
+2.0
−0.5 0.7
+2.1
−1.1 1.1
+1.6
−1.5
6700 1.3+2.1
−1.3 1.8
+1.7
−1.4 2.3
+6.4
−3.3 2.7
+7.8
−1.6
8200 3.5+2.4
−2.7 4.1
+1.7
−1.6 – –
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Figure 11. Difference in rise-times, ∆tendrise, respect to an interpolated rise-time at g-band rest-frame (λeff=4722A˚) for the SDSS-SN (left)
and SNLS (right) samples. Points with black contours are the golden samples and larger symbols are the median values at characteristic
wavelengths. The best second-order polynomial fit is shown as a solid line (orange for SDSS-SN and blue for SNLS). Overplotted are
representative analytical models from RW10 for extreme radii of 50R⊙ (blue dotted) and 2500R⊙ (blue dashed), and hydrodynamical
models from T09 for a standard 500R⊙ (pink), a more compact 200R⊙ (green) and a dense progenitor with 316R⊙ (black).
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Figure 12. Aggregate light-curves of 11 SNe II from the SDSS-
SN and SNLS that have fitted power-law rise-times between 6.5
and 7.5 days. The solid lines shows power-laws of n = 1.5 (thick)
and n = 1.0 (thin). The dotted line is the hydrodynamical model
by T09 with R=200 R⊙ (with n = 1.3) while the dashed and
dot-dashed are the analytical models by NS10 and RW11 with
R=400 R⊙ (with n = 1.0 and n = 0.8 respectively).
sults in later peaks at red wavelengths, leading to a steeper
dependence of rise-time with wavelength.
5.5 Power-law
The power-law of the rising light-curves can provide im-
portant information on the explosion physics of SNe (e.g.
Piro & Nakar 2013). From the fits to equation 1 we can ob-
tain the power law index n for SNe with sufficient early
coverage. The result of the fit is highly dependent on the
range of epochs used in the fit. For simplicity, we take data
before half the maximum flux in a given band. As the rise-
time of SNe II is fast, this is only possible for a small subset
of SNe II. We obtain a median power index of 0.96+1.10−0.77 for
the SDSS-SN and 0.91+1.42−0.59 for the SNLS, where the up-
per and lower uncertainties represent the one σ dispersion
of the distribution. Although most of the SNe that we can
calculate this for require data in the rise and are therefore
biased to longer rise-times, we do not find any evidence for
a trend of the power-law with effective wavelength or rise-
time duration, and this is confirmed for the analytical and
hydrodynamical models. Taking advantage of the combined
statistics of multiple light-curves, we can make aggregate
light-curves for SNe of a given rise-time duration to calcu-
late the power-law. In figure 12, we add the light-curves of
11 SNe with rise-times between 6.5 and 7.5 days to a com-
mon date of explosion obtained through individual power-
law fits. We can see some scatter in the rise which may come
from uncertainties in the explosion dates of each SN. Nev-
ertheless, we obtain consistently low power-law indexes of
. 1.4 for several aggregate light-curves of different rise-time
durations between 5 and 15 days.
We note that similar power-law fits to both, analyti-
cal and hydrodynamical models, also predict such shallow
power-laws. This is not surprising: based on the analyti-
cal equations of NS10, Piro & Nakar (2013) show that the
UV and optical luminosity of a light-curve dominated by
shock-heated cooling rises as t1.5. When a light-curve rises
more steeply than this, it probably means that other effects
such as radioactive heating or recombination have started
to play a role in the energy input. Given that most of our
individual SNe and all aggregate light-curves have power-
law indexes lower than 1.5, this provides strong evidence
that the early light-curves of most SNe II are powered by
shock-heated cooling. For all models, we see that the post-
maximum slopes decline much faster than for the observa-
tions. This will be further discussed in section 5.7.
5.6 Inferred pre-explosion radii
If the dispersion in the rise-times found in previous sections
is real, the most plausible progenitor property in the analyti-
cal models that can account for this is radius (see Figure 7).
Pursuing this assumption further, one can then use NS10
and RW11 to infer radii based solely on the rise-time dura-
tion and keeping the other parameters fixed at 15 M⊙ and
1 foe. Taking the multiple fitted rise-times at different wave-
lengths of each SN weighted by their error, we can then com-
pare to the values measured for analytical models and ob-
tain an optimal radius. The cumulative distribution of these
radii for the golden samples of both SDSS-SN and SNLS
together are shown in Figure 13 for the two models. The
distributions predicted by NS10 and RW11 are consistent
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov KS-test probability of being drawn
from the same population of 0.53) and the median radii are
remarkably similar: 323+442−166 and 336
+525
−199R⊙ (385
+603
−210 and
418+986−253R⊙ for the silver samples). The uncertainties here
quoted represent the 84% dispersion range. If we perform a
Monte Carlo simulation in which we measure new radii from
simulated rise-times based on the uncertainties and covari-
ances, we find consistent mean radii of all simulations of
338+407−202 and 347
+590
−280 R⊙ (395
+610
−245 and 425
+1248
−266 R⊙ for the
silver samples) for each analytical model respectively.
We find that less than 5% of the objects are consis-
tent with BSG progenitors powered exclusively by shock
cooling of radii less than 100R⊙, although we are limited
by the cadence of the surveys. This is roughly in agree-
ment with the 2% fraction inferred for SN 1987A events
(Kleiser et al. 2011). On the other hand, some objects hav-
ing long rise-times have radii of several thousands R⊙. As
explained in section 5.3 these objects probably have a dif-
ferent powering source. If we do not take into account the
identified peculiar SNe with long rise-times, we also find less
than 10% of our sample having longer radii than 1200R⊙.
These radii are also confirmed qualitatively with the hy-
drodynamical models of T09 (see appendix A for non-LTE
treatment). In Figure 6 one can see that their models of radii
much larger than 500R⊙ are ruled out and in fact smaller
radii of ∼ 100− 400R⊙ are favoured. Small radii have been
recently inferred through modelling of individual sublumi-
nous SNe II like SN 2008in (126R⊙, Roy et al. 2011) and
SN 2009N (287R⊙, Taka´ts et al. 2014).
Typical RSG span radii of 100-1600R⊙ (Levesque et al.
2005; Arroyo-Torres et al. 2013) and interferometric stud-
ies confirm the existence of some very extended nearby
stars with more than 900R⊙ (Haubois et al. 2009;
Wittkowski et al. 2012). According to our findings, most
SNe II are produced by RSGs with radii at the lower end
of this distribution. This is shown in Figure 13 where we
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Figure 13. Cumulative distribution of inferred radii for the
golden samples of SDSS-SN and SNLS together calculated from
multi-wavelength rise-times, tendrise , with models NS10 (solid gray)
and RW11 (diagonal red). Vertical dashed lines show the median
radii for both models. The dashed cyan line shows the distribu-
tion of RSG radii from the MW (Levesque et al. 2005) and the
dashed green line the distribution of RSG radii from the MC
(Levesque et al. 2006). Dotted lines are Salpeter IMF distribu-
tions of expected radii assuming R ∼ 1.4M2.2 with initial masses
of 8-30M⊙. Median errors on the radii are shown as horizontal
bars in the right.
present the distribution of RSG radii for the Milky Way
(MW) and Magellanic Clouds (MC) (Levesque et al. 2005,
2006). These were obtained with Stefan Boltzman’s law
from the effective temperatures and bolometric luminosi-
ties inferred with MARCS stellar atmosphere models (see
Plez et al. 1992; Gustafsson et al. 1975) applied on observed
spectrophotometric data. The distributions are inconsistent
with the radii inferred from our SN rise-time analysis (KS-
test of being drawn from the same population of less than
10−5 and 10−15 for the MW and MC respectively). Since
smaller stars are also less massive, one is tempted to as-
sociate this observation with the seemingly lack of massive
RSG progenitor of more than ∼ 18M⊙ in pre-explosion im-
ages (Smartt et al. 2009). Figure 14 shows RSG radii against
the masses obtained from the mass-luminosity relation for
the MW and MC (Levesque et al. 2005, 2006). We include
our one σ (84%) upper bounds on radii for NS10 and RW11
models. They roughly correspond to upper limits of 19 M⊙,
consistent with the limits from pre-explosions masses. This
would be an independent confirmation of their result.
Nevertheless, the disagreement between our inferred
radii and the observed RSG from the MW could just be
a result of the incompleteness of their survey for which the
smaller RSG are not all observed and are therefore missing
in the distributions. Instead, we can do a very basic com-
parison with the expectations of a standard Salpeter Initial
Mass Function (IMF) assuming all SNe II arise from massive
single stars between 8 and 30M⊙ (the upper limit has very
little impact here). To obtain radii, we use a mass-radius re-
lation of R/R⊙ = 1.4(M/M⊙)
2.2 from a log-log linear fit to
the MW RSG of Levesque et al. (2006). The resulting sim-
plistic radius distributions of this IMF are shown in dotted
lines in Figure 13. The normalization is obtained by fitting
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Figure 14. Radius versus mass for RSG in the MW and MC
(Levesque et al. 2005, 2006) and 84% upper limits of our radius
distribution with NS10 and RW11 models as solid lines. Dashed
lines are the approximate mass correspondance for the MW.
the IMF to the NS10 and RW11 distributions. In this case,
our inferred distributions are more consistent with the sim-
ple IMF distributions, especially for RW11 (KS-test of being
drawn from the same population of 0.03-0.09 for RW11 and
0.09-0.2 for NS10).
On the other hand, another possible reconciliation
stems from recent RSG observations extending to the IR
which suggest that they are hotter than previously thought
(Davies et al. 2013), which can result in a reduction by up
to 30% of the inferred RSG radii (Dessart et al. 2013). Ar-
bitrarily shifting the distributions of RSG radii in the MW
by this amount results in a population that is more consis-
tent with our inferred radii (KS-test of being drawn from the
same population of 0.02−0.1). Furthermore, there are many
uncertainties regarding the stellar models used to obtain
these radii, in particular the mixing length can greatly affect
the inferred radius (e.g. Deng & Xiong 2001; Meynet et al.
2014). These difficulties raise the question if RSG radii are
systematically over-estimated and the distribution is more
similar to what we find based on SN rise-times.
Finally, metallicity can affect the rise-times through
changes in the pre-SN progenitor structure (Langer 1991;
Chieffi et al. 2003; Tominaga et al. 2011). Lower metallicity
results in shorter radii: according to models by Chieffi et al.
(2003) a reduction from solar metallicity Z = 0.02 to
Z = 0.001 reduces the pre-SN radius by ∆R = 150−600R⊙
for initial masses of 13-15M⊙. This could explain our find-
ings but it would mean that most SN II are hosted in low
metallicity environments which is not a general observation
for nearby targeted hosts (e.g. Anderson et al. 2010) but
should be tested for our sample. The distribution of RSGs
in the low-metallicity MC does not support this either, nor
the longer rise-times found for the SNLS, which at higher
redshift is expected to have lower mean metallicity.
5.7 Slopes versus effective wavelength
Here we analyze the post-maximum linear slopes measured
in each band as a function of effective wavelength for both
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Figure 15. Post-maximum slopes as a function of effective wavelength for the SDSS-SN (left) and SNLS (right) silver (all points) and
golden (points with black contours). Standard (pink), small-radii (green) and dense (black) hydrodynamical models from T09 are shown
in lines. We do not present analytical models because NS10 and the simple model of RW11 that we use do not treat the recombination
of hydrogen.
samples (see figure 15). At the shortest wavelengths, the
light-curves decay much faster than at longer wavelengths, a
consequence of the temperature evolution of SNe II. The de-
cay rate of optical wavelengths above approximately 5000A˚
are more similar to each other reflecting the known hydro-
gen recombination wave as it recedes through the ejecta.
The slope and duration of this plateau phase are possibly
affected by the mass of hydrogen present in the ejecta. This
can be best seen in the hydrodynamical models of T09:
models with large radii (pink) predict the right range of
slopes whereas the set of models with small radii (green)
overpredict the slopes. This result can be explained by
a different ejecta mass or radius in the RSG progenitor
(Litvinova & Nadezhin 1983; Popov 1993). RSG with large
radii have a larger hydrogen mass that produces a shallower
(and possibly longer) plateau and RSG with small radii have
much less hydrogen and hence the recombination wave re-
cedes too fast and does not produce a plateau. Comparing
our slopes with the results of Anderson et al. (2014), we ob-
tain a very consistent range of 0.3 − 4 magnitudes per 100
days in the wavelength range of 5000-6000A˚ (roughly equiv-
alent to V -band), indicating that the populations at high-z
are quite similar to low-z. We note that our slopes are a
combination of their s1 and s2 values.
Together with the results presented in the previous sec-
tions, we then require RSG progenitors of small radii to pro-
duce short rise-times but with large hydrogen mass to pro-
duce shallow post-maximum slopes. Thus a dense hydrogen
envelope is needed which can be achieved through stronger
convection in RSG envelopes that leads to more mixing.
Indeed, there is discussion on the variation of convective
mixing length in different stars (Ferraro et al. 2006) which
is poorly constrained for massive stars (Meakin & Arnett
2007). Varying the mixing length severely affects the ra-
dius (Maeder & Meynet 1987): Dessart et al. (2013) showed
that varying it from α = 1.1 to 3 in MESA STAR models
(Paxton et al. 2011) changes the radius from 1100 to 500
R⊙, and it does not affect the He core characteristics since
the envelopes are only influenced at the end of their lives.
They also find that a small radius is needed to solve SN color
evolution discrepancies of SN 1999em from stellar evolution-
ary models coupled with SN radiative transfer. This opens
up an interesting test that can be performed in the future,
both on the current and other samples, by looking at the
color evolution and its relation to rise-time. Also, different
treatments of the mixing length theory for certain RSG en-
velopes in which convective speed becomes supersonic, pre-
dict smaller radii for the same mass (Deng & Xiong 2001;
Josselin & Plez 2007). We note that enhanced rotation or
core overshooting may also alter the radius but in the op-
posite direction to more extended RSG (Maeder & Meynet
2000; Dessart et al. 2013).
We have included three additional hydrodynamical
models with dense envelopes to test this hypothesis further.
These models are shown as black lines in previous Figures.
In Figure 16, we directly compare the pre-maximum and
post-maximum behaviors, i.e. rise-time and plateau decline,
for both samples in light of different hydrodynamical mod-
els. We do not see any bimodality indicative of two groups,
SNe IIP and SNe IIL. There is however a trend for slower
decliners to have longer rise-times and faster decliners to rise
quicker (Spearman correlation of -0.39 and -0.27 for golden
and silver samples). Dividing the population by the median
rise-time (8.9 days), the distributions of slopes of SNe II
with short rise-times is significantly different from the one
with longer rise-times (KS-test of 0.002 for golden and sil-
ver samples). In the traditional nomenclature, this means
that SNe IIL tend to have steeper post-maximum slopes and
shorter rise-times. Gall et al. (2015) find a similar trend. The
most straightforward interpretation based on the previous
discussion is that SNe II that decline more rapidly during
the plateau have smaller radii. If a smaller radius means less
hydrogen, then this is naturally explained.
The hydrodynamical models indeed predict a relation
between the rise-time duration and the post-maximum de-
cline. However, none of them is able to reproduce the
parameter space in Figure 16. This leads us to suggest
an alternative scenario. Moriya et al. (2011, Figure 7) and
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Baklanov et al. (2013, Figure 1) present models for a family
of SNe IIn, i.e. SNe IIP with circumstellar material (CSM)
interaction. From their figures one can clearly see that the
optical rise-times of their models are much shorter than pure
SN IIP models; in fact they can often have values below 10
days as we find in this study. In those models the shock
breakout occurs at larger distances, beyond the stellar sur-
face, and the signal is therefore smeared in the CSM and its
duration is prolonged. Consequently, the rise-time directly
corresponds to shock breakout and not shock cooling. Would
it then be possible that normal SNe II indeed have pre-SN
mass-loss high enough to affect the shock and the rise-time
but not so strong as to create narrow emission lines in the
post-maximum spectra? Gezari et al. (2015) recently con-
firmed a much quicker rise in NUV for SN IIP PS1-13arp
and propose a similar explanation. If this were the case,
then faster decliners (SNe IIL), that seem to have shorter
rise-times, may have a larger or denser CSM interaction.
The interaction would naturally explain their higher bright-
ness as the kinetic energy is more efficiently converted to
thermal energy in the CSM (Moriya et al. 2011). In fact,
Valenti et al. (2015) recently detect moderate CSM inter-
action for type IIL SN 2013by and suggest such a com-
mon feature for all SNe IIL. Moreover, the recent work by
Smith et al. (2015) shows the existence of transitional ob-
jects between classical SNe II and interacting SNe IIn such as
PTF11iqb. These objects initially behave like SNe IIn with
narrow emission lines that later disappear resembling more
SNe II. This is further indication that SNe II and SNe IIn
may all be part of a continuous family with different CSM
quantity or density in following increasing order: IIP-IIL-IIn.
We note that in principle any SN type can be hidden behind
a thick CSM, making it look like a SN IIn. Ofek et al. (2014)
actually find a large diversity of rise-times for SNe IIn. Based
on our findings, it is tempting to argue that only SNe IIn
with short rise-times are SNe II inside a thick CSM, where
the energy input is more strongly attributed to the shock
breakout.
Finally, a different observation of interest by
Anderson et al. (2014) in which SN II V -band light-
curves (but also observable in others bands such as B) are
found to be described best with two declining slopes after
maximum, s1 and s2, suggests that the first steeper decliner
stems from extended cooling, which is related to the radius
of the progenitor (Bersten et al. 2012). Such late transition
times between s1 and s2 require very large radii which,
together with the fast rise-times we measure, can only be
reconciled in this CSM scenario.
All these observations point towards an important
paradigm shift in which SNe II (IIP and IIL) also have
pre-SN wind mass-loss of 10−4 − 10−3M⊙yr
−1 lower than
SNe IIn of 0.01 − 0.1M⊙yr
−1. The obvious question arises
on the coincidence of mass-loss and SN explosion. Ei-
ther episodic mass-loss is extremely common or there is
some mechanism that makes them coincide. Mcley & Soker
(2014); Soker (2013); Quataert & Shiode (2012) present
such a possibility: the RSG envelope expands shortly be-
fore explosion due to powerful nuclear burning and so
called p-waves carrying nuclear energy from the core to
the outer layers through core convection. This can lead to
extended envelopes (Mcley & Soker 2014; Soker 2013) or
mass-loss (Quataert & Shiode 2012), which in both cases
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Figure 16. Post-maximum slopes versus rise-time for the silver
samples of SDSS-SN (orange circles) and SNLS (blue squares).
Golden samples have black contours. Measurements in all photo-
metric bands are included. Selected standard (pink), small-radii
(green) and dense (black) hydrodynamical models from T09 are
shown in lines.
results in shorter rise-times. Binary interaction could play
an important role in recurrent mass-loss episodes and
asymmetric CSM, as observed for some interacting SNe
(Mauerhan & Smith 2012; Smith et al. 2015).
Instead of CSM, a very extended envelope can also
produce short rise durations. As a matter of fact, ex-
tended molecular atmospheres have been observed for RSG
(Wittkowski et al. 2012; Arroyo-Torres et al. 2013, 2015)
and densities in the outer layers of RSG are larger than con-
vection predicts (Ohnaka et al. 2011, 2013). These explana-
tions naturally fit the short rise-times, shallow plateaus and
late transition of s1 to s2.
6 SUMMARY
We have measured the rise-times as a function of effective
wavelength for a large sample of SNe II spanning a wide
redshift range of 0 < z . 0.7 from the rolling surveys
of SDSS-SN and SNLS. The rise-times increase with wave-
length as expected for shock-heated cooling. The power-law
indexes of the rise are generally lower than 1.5, also confirm-
ing the expected behaviour of cooling of shocked material
(Piro & Nakar 2013).
At an effective wavelength of 4722A˚, the characteristic
g-band rest-frame wavelength, we find a combined average
rise-time duration of (7.5 ± 0.3) days. The distribution of
rise-times spans a one σ range of 4−17 days. We caution the
reader that given the cadences of our surveys, there could be
more SNe II with even shorter rise-times. From this continu-
ous distribution, we find no evidence for two populations of
SNe IIP and SNe IIL. We do identify several SNe IIn and pe-
culiar SN 1987A-like SNe II based solely on the long duration
of their rise. This opens up interesting capabilities for the
early photometric identification of SNe II and other SNe in
current and future wide-field transient searches such as DES
(Bernstein & Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2014) and
LSST (Ivezic et al. 2011).
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Table 5. Median and deviation on the median for post-maximum slopes of the SDSS-SN and SNLS silver and golden samples at different
effective wavelegnths.
Effective wavelength SDSS-SN SNLS
(A˚) silver golden silver golden
3300 0.052+0.024
−0.014 0.064
+0.020
−0.019 – –
3800 – – 0.043+0.011
−0.021 0.028
+0.014
−0.007
4200 0.039+0.021
−0.015 0.044
+0.027
−0.018 – –
4700 – – 0.018+0.013
−0.007 0.019
+0.013
−0.008
5600 0.016+0.007
−0.004 0.012
+0.006
−0.003 0.011
+0.008
−0.005 0.009
+0.005
−0.004
6700 0.014+0.006
−0.004 0.012
+0.005
−0.003 0.008
+0.005
−0.003 0.006
+0.004
−0.003
8200 0.010+0.010
−0.003 0.010
+0.010
−0.002 0.007
+0.010
−0.002 0.007
+0.038
−0.004
We compare our findings to predictions from analyti-
cal models by NS10 and RW11, as well as hydrodynamical
models from T09. The rise-times in the models are most
sensitive to radius. The measured rise-times we obtain are
much shorter than typical progenitor models of RSG with
radii larger than 500 R⊙. Using the analytical models and a
new set of hydrodynamical models with smaller radii, we find
that the bulk of our SNe are consistent with RSG progenitors
of 200-500 R⊙. The distribution of rise-times that we obtain
translates into 84% of radii lying between 100-900 R⊙. The
mean radii we obtain are inconsistent with typical expecta-
tions of RSG (Levesque et al. 2005; Neilson et al. 2011). In
order to double the size of the radius to ∼ 800R⊙ in the ana-
lytical models, one would need to systematically increase the
rise-time by 7-8 days, which is well beyond our systematic
uncertainties. These smaller radii may confirm that previ-
ous RSG temperatures were under-estimated (Davies et al.
2013) or perhaps that mixing length theory is inaccurate
(Deng & Xiong 2001).
From the shallow post-maximum slopes that we mea-
sure for our sample compared to hydrodynamical models,
we infer that large envelope masses of hydrogen are needed,
as has been previously known for SNe II (Popov 1993). How-
ever, given the small radii found through the rise-time calcu-
lations, RSG progenitors with dense envelopes are required.
One way to achieve this is through larger mixing length pa-
rameters in RSG progenitors (Maeder & Meynet 1987). We
include new hydrodynamical models of exploding RSG with
dense envelopes that are still not capable of explaining our
results, but there is evidently a large range of pre-SN models
that are not considered here.
Alternatively, the fast rise-times and long plateaus
could be simultaneously explained if RSG have more ex-
tended envelopes or denser outer layers (Wittkowski et al.
2012; Arroyo-Torres et al. 2015; Ohnaka et al. 2013), or
suffer mass-loss prior to explosion, as has also been re-
cently suggested (Gezari et al. 2015; Valenti et al. 2015;
Smith et al. 2015). The very early rising light-curve in this
case would not be due to shock-heated cooling but would
be the delayed prolonged shock breakout emission of typical
interacting SNe (Moriya et al. 2011). This hypothesis will
need to be tested with corresponding theoretical models.
Such interpretation brings up the question of the dif-
ficulty to simultaenously detect the RSG shock breakout
precursor prior to the SN rise and the rise itself. Previ-
ous claims of shock breakout detections (Gezari et al. 2008;
Schawinski et al. 2008; Gezari et al. 2015) were not accom-
panied with a clear separation from the main light-curve.
This could be an observational bias or could signify that such
precursor actually does not exist because it is smeared into
the main light-curve. Modern high-cadence searches such
as Kepler (Olling et al. 2014) or HiTS (Forster et al. 2014,
2015) will be able to elucidate this question with higher pre-
cision than ever before.
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APPENDIX A: NON-LTE EFFECTS ON THE
RISE
The numerical model of T09 was computed with the
code Stella assuming Local Thermodynamical Equilibrium
(LTE) conditions. Under this assumption, opacity, which
determines the radiative transfer through a supernova en-
velope, depends only on local medium properties such as
density, chemical composition and temperature. Although
the temperature of electrons was calculated in self-consistent
simulations with the non-equilibrium spectrum of radiation,
in reality the state of excitations and ionizations depends
not only on this temperature but also directly on the de-
tails of the non-equilibrium spectrum of radiation. In the
inner envelope layers the radiation is trapped and the LTE
assumption is fulfilled. However, at the outer edge of the en-
velope, where the radiation is free to leave a supernova, the
LTE assumption is violated. Thus the equation of state must
be solved taking into account that the radiation spectrum
is not in equilibrium with the matter (Mihalas 1978). One
needs to check how much the non-LTE effects will affect the
shape of the light curve and consequently the rise time.
To evaluate this effect, a model from the set of small
radii by T09 was chosen. On the rising part of the light curve,
three points were chosen at times t = 1, 3, 5 days (see left
Fig. A1). At these epochs the opacity was computed taking
into account the non-equilibrium radiation (for details, see
Baklanov et al. 2013). The LTE and non-LTE opacities are
shown in right Fig. A1. In the range of optical bands the non-
LTE opacity increases comparatively to the LTE case due
to increased Thomson scattering. This growth is associated
with a higher level of ionization of the medium in the field
of non-equilibrium radiation, for which color temperature is
higher than the local electron temperature in this volume.
Thus at the rising stage of the light curve the difference
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Figure A1. Left: UBV RI light curves of SN models. The dotted lines show three time points t = 1, 3, 5 days used for the analysis of
the role of the non-LTE effects. Right: The wavelength-dependent expansion opacities, κ, are plotted at time moments t = 1, 3, 5 days.
The opacity is calculated using both LTE (dotted) and non-LTE (solid) assumptions to demonstrate the reliability of the LTE approach.
between the two approaches is small and for the integral light
curves its effect is even smaller. In addition, the Thomson
scattering is independent of frequency, and therefore it does
not change the shape of the light curves. Therefore, these
calculations show that within the accuracy of observations,
the use of the LTE models is correct for measurements of
the rise time.
APPENDIX B: SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
B1 SNII spectral template
We show in figure B1 a comparison between the spectral
template by Nugent at maximum that we use in this analysis
(Nugent et al. 2002) with early observed spectra of nearby
SNe II (Gutie´rrez et al. 2014). Effective wavelengths calcu-
lated with the observed spectra result in a wavelength shift
of 24, 20, 64 and 2 A˚ for ugri with respect to the template.
B2 Cadence
As shown in § 5.2, the SDSS-SN and SNLS have different
cadences. This large difference leads to important system-
atic biases when measuring the rise. To investigate this effect
further we generate mock light-curves of different rise-times
based on the model of Bazin (eq 2) by varying the cadence
between 1 and 10 days. We then calculate the rise-times for
these light-curves in the ways mentioned in section 4. The
rise-times based on initial dates from the power-law fits are
generally accurate, but since we require data in the rise,
there is a lack of objects with short rise-times when the
cadence is high. This explains the missing fraction of SNe
with short rise durations in the SNLS distribution. If, in-
stead, we use non-detections to estimate the initial day of
the rise, this effect is only partially mitigated (figure B2)
since the end point of the rise also depends on the cadence.
Moreover, the rise-times in this case are over-estimated, par-
ticularly for short rise-times. We conlcude that this method
does not represent an improvement over the power-law fits.
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Figure B1. SN II spectral template by Nugent (black) compared
to observed rest-frame MW-corrected SN II spectra of SN 2003bl
at ∼2 days after explosion (blue), SN 2008il at ∼3 days after
explosion (red) and SN 2007od at 6 days after explosion (green).
Broadband SDSS filters are shown as dashed lines.
The final rise-times we calculate for the SDSS-SN are always
shorter than for the SNLS, independently of the way we
measure them. This difference persists even at longer wave-
lenghts, demonstrating that the distribution of rise-times in
red bands also extends to values lower than ∼ 10 days. In
fact, the median rise-time at 8200A˚ for the golden sample of
the SDSS-SN is 10.1+3.6−2.3 days. This systematic effect opens
up the possibility of a fraction of SNe II with even shorter
rise-times than the lowest cadences of the SDSS-SN of 2-3
days.
B3 Differences in starting date
We compare in Figure B3 the difference between rise-times
measured using a starting date from the power-law fit
(eq. 1), tpow,maxrise , and with a starting date from the midpoint
of the last non-detection and first detection, tnondet,maxrise . In
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Figure B2. Simulated change in rise-time, ∆tnondetrise , measured
with an initial date obtained from the last non-detection and first
detection, as a function of rise-time, trise, due to varying cadence
in the survey. The various colors indicate cadences between 1 and
10 days. The error bars are the standard deviation divided by N ,
where N = 20 is the number of simulations randomly changing
the epoch of the first non-detection point.
both cases, the endpoint of the rise is the maximum from
eq. 2, so that all differences are due to the starting date. In
general, we find good agreement except at short rise-times
where the power-law measurements are larger on average by
1-2 days for both surveys. We attribute this to the fact that
fewer points are used in the fit, in most cases only one given
the cadence of our surveys, and the first detection in the
rise is closer to the time of half the flux at maximum, i.e.
the limit of the time range used in the fit. This pushes the
explosion date to later times. The few outliers are errors in
the starting dates based on non-detections, for which fluc-
tuations in the noise make actual non-detections sometimes
inconsistent with zero in one particular band. This leads
to much earlier starting dates and much longer rise-times.
Given this systematic, we prefer using starting dates based
on power-law fits. If the shortest measurements are slightly
biased towards longer rise-times, the main conclusions of
this paper are only further strengthened.
B4 Differences in end date
Here we compare the differences between rise-times mea-
sured using the date of maximum, tmaxrise , and using the end
date, tendrise, but the same starting date. Figure B4 shows that
they are remarkably similar since they are both calculated
with the same fit of Bazin (eq. 2). However, one can see that
for some light-curves at longer wavelengths, the maximum
occurs during a rising plateau and is therefore quite different
from the endpoint of the rise based on when the derivative
becomes lower than 0.01mag/day. We thus use this date in-
stead of the maximum in all Figures as a more characteristic
end date for the rise but we quote the rise-times for the max-
imum in Table 3.
Our main findings of short rise-times leading to smaller
radii through analytical models of NS10 and RW11, and hy-
drodynamical models of T09, still hold even after putting
the extremes of these systematics together. We cannot ac-
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Figure B3. Comparison of the effect of different starting dates
used in the rise-time estimation: tpow,maxrise based on power-law
fits versus tnondet,maxrise based on non-detections for the samples of
SDSS-SN (orange circles) and SNLS (blue squares). Symbols with
grey contours represent the golden samples and larger symbols
are the median for both surveys. The dashed line indicate a 1:1
relation.
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Figure B4. Comparison of two rise-times measures, tmaxrise versus
tendrise, for the samples of SDSS-SN (orange circles) and SNLS (blue
squares). Symbols with contours represent the golden samples.
count for a systematic offset of 7-8 days to recover typical
RSG radii of ∼ 800R⊙ in the analytical models.
APPENDIX C: SPECTRA OF LONG RISE SNE
Here we present the spectra of the two long rise SNe of sec-
tion 5.3 as a reprentative case of this set of objects. The
observed spectra in observer-frame compared to some SNID
templates are shown in figure C1. For SN 2006ix the better
match to SN IIn is evident. SNLS-07D2an is an interesting
SN that has very long plateaus in all bands which is un-
expected for typical SN 1987A objects. The long rise-time
however and the better spectral match make this a remark-
able unique peculiar object.
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Figure C1. Observed spectra of two long rise SNe initially identified as SNe II from the post-maximum shallow slopes in arbitrary
flux units. SN 2006ix (left) is compared to the best SN II match from SNID as well as the best SN IIn match. SNLS-07D2an (right) is
compared to the best SN II match from SNID as well as the best SN 1987A-like match.
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